
PSR-EW300
DIGITAL KEYBOARDS

Packed with versatile functions, a powerful sound system and a wide, 76-note, touch-sensitive
keyboard, the PSR-EW300 is a smart choice for the piano beginner.

76 touch-sensitive keys provide more range for those piano performances
The PSR-EW300 comes with 76 touch-responsive keys and 48 note polyphony, allowing greater expression and
flexibility in playing, and satisfies even experienced musicians. In addition to enjoying comprehensive library of
574 instrument Voices from around the world, you can also connect an audio player and play along with your
favorite songs, or connect to iPhone, iPad, or PC for new musical experiences.

Ⅻ 76 keys
Ⅻ Touch-responsive keyboard with 48-note polyphony
Ⅻ 574 high quality Voices with improved sampling
Ⅻ Larger body generates full and powerful stereo sound
Ⅻ Brand new Reverb effects and Master EQ
Ⅻ 165 auto accompaniment Styles
Ⅻ 150 different Arpeggio types
Ⅻ "Keys to Success" with other lesson functions
Ⅻ Duo Mode
Ⅻ Easy Song Book available for download
Ⅻ USB TO HOST allowing two-way MIDI and audio transfer
Ⅻ AUX IN terminal & Melody Suppressor

Kenmerken

Touch-sensitive keys allow expressive dynamic control
Play the keys heavily and you'll get louder tones, or play softly to achieve quieter sounds.
The touch-sensitive keyboard will accurately reflect every nuance of your playing, making
your performances musically expressive.

The better an instrument sounds, the more it inspires us
Yamaha has a proud history of manufacturing just about every kind of musical instrument.
When it comes to reproducing the sound of these instruments in a keyboard, the results are
detailed and high-quality. The PSR-EW300 features a comprehensive library of 574
instrument Voices that will allow you to enjoy playing any musical genre.
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Real-time backing band tracks
165 auto accompaniment Styles provide real-time band backing tracks based on the chords
you play.

"Keys to Success" and other on-board lessons support learning to play
"Keys to Success" is based on teaching techniques shared with Yamaha over many years. Through short and
easy, step-by-step lessons, players learn how to play entire songs. To help build your skills, the the new "Touch
Tutor" takes the mystery out of learning dynamic expression.

Download the Song Book to read the music for the built-in Songs
The Song Book includes not only the musical scores of the built-in Songs, but also provides
tips for the on-board lessons with images, glossary and more.

Adjust the sound using digital effects and Master EQ
12 new Reverb effects add ambience to your playing making it sound like you're in a concert hall, a small club or a
cathedral. Chorus adds warmth and makes the sound more spacious. The Master EQ is easily adjusted to get the
best sound depending on whether you are listening through headphones, the built-in speakers or connected to an
external sound system.

Arpeggios let you perform complex passages with ease
Choose from 150 Arpeggio phrases, and with the press of a single key, you'll be playing rich, musical passages.
You'll sound like a pro!

Play with a partner
By dividing the keyboard into two identical sectors, duo mode allows two people to play
together on the same instrument. The wider 76-note keyboard offers a greater range to each
person, so that you can enjoy playing the piano with your friends and family.
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Play along with your favorite songs
Connect your portable music player to hear your favorite music through the
instrument's speakers. Play along and you feel like you've joined the band!

Connect to portable devices or computers for even more fun
The USB TO HOST terminal allows you to connect to a computer or portable
device and record high-quality audio without the need for an additional
interface. A variety of creative and educational iOS apps are available from
the App Store**For iOS device connection, refer to the "iPhone / iPad

Connection Manual"

With a wider keyboard, a wider range of repertoire is possible
With the wide, 76-note, touch-sensitive keyboard at your fingertips, more complex piano
pieces can be mastered with maximum dynamic expression.
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